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Interferometric spacecraft tracking is accomplished by the DSN by comparing the

arrival time of electromagnetic spacecraft signals at ground antennas separated by
baselines on the order of 8000 km. Clock synchronization errors within and between

DSN stations directly impact the attainable tracking accuracy, with a 0.3-nsec error

in clock synchronization resulting in an 11-nrad angular position error. This level

of synchronization is currently achieved by observing a quasar which is angularly

close to the spacecraft just after the spacecraft observations. By determining the

differential arrival times of the random quasar signal at the stations, clock offsets

and propagation delays within the atmosphere and within the DSN stations are
calibrated.

Recent developments in time transfer techniques may allow medium accuracy

(50-1 O0 nrad) spacecraft tracking without near-simultaneous quasar-based calibra-
tions. Solutions are presented for a worldwide network of Global Positioning System

(GPS) receivers in which the formal errors for DSN clock offset parameters are less
than 0.5 nsec. Comparisons of clock rate offsets derived from GPS measurements

and from very long baseline interferometry, as well as the examination of clock clo-

sure, suggest that these formal errors are a realistic measure of GPS-based clock

offset precision and accuracy.

Incorporating GPS-based clock synchronization measurements into a spacecraft

differential ranging system would allow tracking without near-simultaneous quasar

observations. The impact on individual spacecraft navigation-error sources due
to elimination of quasar-based calibrations is presented. System implementation,

including calibration of station electronic delays, is discussed.

I. Introduction

The DSN supports spacecraft navigation for an inter-

national community of users. In order to complete most
missions successfully, the location of the spacecraft must

be determined with very high accuracy. This is done by

comparing the arrival time of a signal broadcast by the
spacecraft as it is received at two widely separated DSN

stations. The delay observable thus formed provides some

of the data from which the spacecraft's orbit is determined.



Mostof theobservedtimedelaybetweentwostations

is due to the geometry of the spacecraft and receiving sta-

tions; however, delays due to solar plasma, the atmosphere

of the Earth, ground station instrumentat;.vai, and general
relativity also play a role. This m_asurement technique is

shown in Fig. 1 and is called very long baseline interfer-

ometry (VLBI). In order to determine the angle, 0, giving
the direction to the spacecraft to an accuracy of _0, the

error in determining the delay, 6t, can be no m_-_ than

_t< D60 (1)
e

where D is the separation of the stations and c is the speed

of light. Clearly, it is advantageous to use the longest base-
lines possible. Currently there are three DSN complexes:

at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra,

Australia. Thus, a typical DSN baseline is 8000 km. A

typical medium-accuracy tracking requirement is 50 nrad.

Using Eq. (1), one arrives at a maximum error of 1.33 nsec.

In order to keep the total error in delay within this
limit, the effective VLBI clock synchronization must be
better than 1 nsec. Subnanosecond time transfer is a dif-

ficult problem, yet 50-nrad accuracy of spacecraft angular
position in the radio reference frame is routinely obtained,

and 5-nrad accuracy is achieved in special cases. This

high level of performance is accomplished by using the

signals from an extragalactic radio source (quasar) to cal-
ibrate spacecraft observations. The radio signal from the

quasar is essentially wideband random noise, so when the
recorded signals from the two stations are cross-correlated,

significant correlation amplitude arises only when the dif-

ferential quasar-to-station delay is precisely matched by

the offset in tape playback times. This has the effect of

measuring the station clock offset as well as differencing
out many of the errors which are common to the quasar

and spacecraft observations. The spacecraft signal spec-

trum contains tones which are used to measure a one-way

range from the spacecraft to the Earth station. An ob-
servable formed by subtracting the quasar delay from the

spacecraft one-way range difference between stations de-

termines one component of the geocentric angle between

the spacecraft and quasar. Measurements must be made
on two baselines to determine both components of angular

position.

An error budget for spacecraft-quasar differential VLBI

delay measurements is given in Table 1. This error esti-

mate is based on expected DSN receiver performance and

calibration systems' capabilities in the late 1990s [1]. The

root-sum-square error is 0.22 nsec. By contrast, systems

operating today provide an accuracy of about 0.67 nsec. 1

Although this method provides accuracy sufficient to
carry out deep-space missions, it has some drawbacks. In

order to be useful, the quasar observations must be made

as close in time as possible to the spacecraft observations.

In order to view the quasar, the antenna must be physically

pointed at the quasar and is thus unable to receive signals
from the spacecraft. As a result, the phase data from the

spacecraft are not continuous, which results in a weaker

orbit solution and a gap in spacecraft telemetry while the

quasar is being observed.

Quasar observations also complicate the hardware oth-

erwise required to track a spacecraft. The quasar is a wide-

band radio source, and so a wide bandwidth is required to

record and process the quasar data. If the quasar could be

dispensed with, only the phases of the received spacecraft
signals at each time point would need to be recorded. In

the quasarless system proposed here, 50-nrad observables
could be available in near-real time. The number of bits

resulting from a -_10-min observation would be reduced
from 109 to 105 .

This article will examine medium-accuracy deep space

tracking as an application ofsubnanosecond clock synchro-

nization. It will begin by defining the requirements that

50-nrad tracking accuracy places on the clock synchroniza-
tion system. It will then discuss recent results obtained

using Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites for clock

synchronization, which indicate this level of accuracy may
be possible on an operational basis. Finally, it will dis-

cuss the hurdles remaining before this technology can be
implemented.

II. Clock Synchronization Requirements

Time transfer-aided spacecraft tracking will never be

able to achieve the accuracy possible using quasar-based
differential VLBI. This is because in differencing the

quasar signals many of the media errors affecting the signal

are differenced out as well. Without quasar differencing,
the errors due to station location, Earth orientation, tro-

posphere, and ionosphere would increase by a factor of 2 to
4. However, the GPS solution from which the VLBI clock

offset will be derived can also be used to provide calibra-

tions for Earth orientation and troposphere and ionosphere

1 j. S. Border, Analysis oat DDOR and DDOD Measurement Errors

]or Mars Observer Using the DSN Narrow Channel Bandwidth

VLBI System, JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.1-90-026 (internal

document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, 1990.



delays. A conservative assumption is that these errors

increase by a factor of 3 compared to quasar-calibrated

VLBI. Of the remaining errors, those pertaining to quasar

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and quasar location are elimi-
nated with the elimination of the quasar. The errors due

to spacecraft SNR, phase ripple, and solar plasma would

remain unchanged. If GPS is used to estimate clock offsets

every 6 min during the spacecraft pass, the clock instabil-

ity error remains roughly the same. The rss of all errors
excluding the clock is 0.534 nsec. This leaves a 1.2-nsec

maximum-allowable clock synchronization error, which in-

cludes instrumental errors incurred in tying GPS time to

VLBI time. A reasonable and conservative system allo-
cation is 0.5 nsec for clock synchronization errors, which

would allow for a margin of safety of about a factor of 2.

III. Achieving Subnanosecond Clock
Synchronization

Since the inception of the GPS in 1978, techniques for

using it for high-accuracy clock synchronization have ma-

tured rapidly. The number of GPS satellites has recently
reached 16, and, in addition, capable p-code receivers have

proliferated. For this reason, the possibility of achieving

nsec and better clock synchronization using the GPS sys-

tem has been studied [2-6].

In order to investigate the feasibility of meeting the re-

quirements posed in Section II, the authors investigated

clock offset solutions for a global network of Rogue [7]
GPS receivers which was assembled for the GPS Interna-

tional Earth Rotation Service (IERS) and Geodynamics

(GIG'91) campaign in January and February of 1991 [8].
Clock offsets were calculated for the three DSN sites and

compared with clock data derived from VLBI quasar mea-

surements. A closure test was made to verify the internal
consistency of the method.

A. Comparison With VLBI

The GIG'91 data from the 21 global Rogue sites were

processed with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's GPS In-

ferred Positioning System (GIPSY) software. A general

description of the square-root Kalman filtering algorithms

used for determination of timing and geodynamical param-
eters simultaneously with GPS orbits is described in detail

in [9,10] and references therein. Estimated parameters in-
cluded GPS positions and velocities, three solar pressure

coefficients per satellite, GPS carrier phase biases, non-

fiducial station coordinates, variations in Earth rotation

(UT1-UTC), random-walk zenith troposphere delays for
each site, and white-noise transmitter and receiver clocks.

The only significant constraint imposed on the estimated

parameters was the random-walk constraint for the tropo-
spheric delay, 1.2 ¢m/x/_ (the random-walk model adds

process noise to the system such that, in the absence of
data, the uncertainty for the parameter increases as the

square root of time). All other estimated parameters, in-
cluding the clocks, were essentially unconstrained.

The white noise [i0,11] clock model for the station and

satellite clocks corresponds to the estimation of a new and
independent clock offset for each receiver and transmit-

ter (one ground clock was held fixed as a reference for all

the other clocks in the system) at each measurement time

(every 6 rain in this case). This approach is very conserva-

tive, since most of the GPS clocks and many of the receiver

clocks were running off atomic standards (high-quality hy-

drogen masers for the three DSN sites), and it would be
quite reasonable to apply constraints based on known sta-

ble behavior of such clocks. However, the authors wished

to test the capability of the GPS to independently and
completely characterize all the clocks in the system with-

out a priori knowledge and therefore used the white noise

model. Coordinates for two fiducial sites, Goldstone, Cal-

ifornia, and Kootwijk, Netherlands, were held fixed (not

estimated) to their SV5 values. SV5 is a reference frame
defined primarily by VLBI measurements of baselines and

satellite laser ranging determination of the geoeenter [12].
Three geocenter parameters were also estimated, repre-
senting a translation estimated from the GPS data for the

Earth's center of mass relative to the nominal SV5 origin.

The GPS data were initially filtered in 24-hr incre-
ments, with new solutions for the orbits determined for

each day. Since the computed formal errors for the esti-

mated clock offsets appeared to be well below 1 nse¢ (typi-
cally several tenths of a nsec), in some cases 12-hr solution

arcs were used in order to shorten the processing time.

The nominal time series for both polar motion and
UT1-UTC was from the International Earth Rotation

Service (IERS) Bulletins B37 and B38 [13,14], which con-

tain a smoothed time series from VLBI measurements sep-
arated by 5 days. The GPS data were used to estimate

variations in UT1-UTC twice per day relative to this
nominal time series. These Earth rotation estimates had

only an insignificant effect on the clock estimates.

In order to tie GPS data to the DSN station clocks,

the Rogue GPS receiver was fed a 5-MHz reference signal

generated by the station hydrogen-maser frequency stan-
dard. The time tags of the data are derived from this ref-

erence, subject to delays within the interconnection and

the receiver. The highly digital nature of the Rogue re-

ceiver eliminates most of the delay variations which arise



from variability of analog components [15]. The remaining
receiver instrumental delays have been shown to remain

constant on a day-to-day basis to within 0.7 nsec. 2 This
insures that the receiver clock and the station clock run at

the same rate within ,-,0.7 nsec/day.

Currently there exists no system to measuFe the offset
between the station clock and the receiver clock. As a

result, a constant offset is assumed and clock rates derived

from GPS are compared with those derived from VLBI.

This problem will be discussed further in Section IV.

For this experiment, GPS selective availability (SA) was

not turned on. SA involves a dithering of the GPS fre-

quencies, which has the effect of making the GPS clocks

look very noisy to users who are not authorized with the
classified keys. When SA is on, the GPS broadcast in-

formation about GPS clocks and ephemerides is also al-

tered to degrade the accuracy of point positioning by users

without the keys. However, since the GPS estimates in

this experiment involve only simultaneous data involving
many receivers and satellites with dynamically estimated

orbits and spacecraft clocks, this type of GPS processing is

insensitive to both components (dithering and broadcast

ephemerides) of SA. The estimated GPS clocks and orbits
remove the SA effects, while the ground (DSN) clock es-
timates are unaffected. This statement is supported by

the authors' limited experience from the past two years.

When SA was active, the accuracy and precision of ground-

station position estimates were insensitive to SA. A second

type of GPS user restriction can result from antispoofing
(AS), which encrypts the p-code with a Y-code that can

be used directly only by certain authorized users. By ef-

fectively restricting most users to single (L1) frequency
operation, antispoofing can degrade the accuracy of some

GPS measurements. If the p-code were so encrypted, these

results would probably be somewhat noisier. However,
the Rogue GPS receiver is still able to provide an iono-

spheric calibration by cross-correlating the P1 and P2 sig-

nals. Hence, even in the event of AS, the authors expect

to maintain subnanosecond clock synchronization.

Table 2 presents a comparison of the GPS clock rates
with VLBI clock rates on days when VLBI solutions were

available (GPS solutions were available nearly continu-

ously during the 3-week experiment). The VLBI column

presents the clock frequency offset between the specified

DSN sites as determined by the DSN Time and Earth Mo-

tion Precision Observations (TEMPO) [16] service. These

2 L. E. Young, Rooec Clock Synch Data, JPL Interoffice Memoran-

dttm (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,

California, January 28, 1991.

measurements are made by observing a set of quasars over
a 3-hr interval centered on an epoch. The GPS column was

produced by decimating clock estimates originally com-

puted at a 6-min interval to a 60-min interval and then

fitting 6 or 7 of these points to a line. The hourly points

are selected to be centered as closely as possible on the

VLBI epoch. An example of one of these fits is shown in

Fig. 2. The typical rms scatter in these GPS clock fits was
0.1-0.3 nsec.

VLBI is probably the most accurate established, inde-

pendent technique for measuring clock differences between

tracking sites separated by intercontinental distances. Yet

the formal errors for the GPS fits are similar and, in most
cases, lower than the VLBI formal errors. The reduced

X 2 statistic for the GPS fits, which basically measures the

ratio of the postfit scatter to the formal clock estimate er-

rors, was generally 0.5-1.0. The agreement between the
GPS and VLBI clock rate estimates shown in Table 2 is

at the _nsec/day level and can be explained by the VLBI
formal errors in estimating the clock rates. Note that some

aspects of the conservative GPS fitting procedure (decima-

tion of data by a factor of 30 and fitting a line to the clock-
offset time series instead of solving explicitly for the rate

parameter with the original data) tend to make the GPS
formal errors (and presumably the actual errors) larger. A

more aggressive analysis strategy could easily be devised to
further reduce the GPS clock-rate estimation errors. The

results suggest, in any case, that the GPS observations can
be straightforwardly used to faithfully track clock varia-

tions at time and frequency standards separated by thou-

sands of km. The comparison made by the authors with

the independent VLBI technique appears to be limited by
the uncertainties in the VLBI data, not by uncertainties
in the GPS data.

B. Clock Closure

To investigate the internal consistency of the estimates,

a typical day (February 2, 1991) was chosen, and the clock
offset between each pair of DSN stations was estimated,

with the data from the remaining station excluded for a

12-hr period. The sum of these numbers was then formed,
which is referred to as the clock closure. If the receiver

clocks have the same estimate in each of the runs for which

they are included, the clock closure will be zero. The clock

closure is shown as a function of time in Fig. 3. The for-
mal errors presented are calculated assuming each of the

six estimates has an independent random error, summed

in quadrature, and are thus probably on the conservative
side.

Removing the data from a single station should have

a very small effect on the result. Nonzero clock closure



is anindicationofsystematicerrorsin thecalculationof
theoffsetof theremainingtwoclocks.By examiningthe
clockclosure,theauthorshopeto identifyerrorsourcesas
wellasverifythat nothingisseriouslywrongwith their
estimates.

ThecurveinFig.3hasseveral interesting features. It is

believed that the large, slow variation in the clock-closure
result is due to errors in the estimated GPS satellite orbits.

To test this, the orbital parameters were initialized with

more precise values by using data collected in the pre-

vious 24-hr period, including all stations. The resulting

clock closure is shown in Fig. 4. The large-scale variation
is absent, although it has been replaced with a 0.2-nsec

bias. This can be explained because the orbits are con-

strained by the previous 24 hr of data and therefore are

less sensitive to data noise. On the other hand, systematic

orbit errors due to dynamic models are more important

for longer data arcs and may be causing the 0.2-nsec bias.

Another of these features is the small (0.1-nsec) jump
occurring just before 2:00 a.m., as shown in Fig. 3. This is

thought to be due to an abrupt change in the satellite ge-

ometry, since relatively few satellites were visible at that

time and most were either rising or setting. The jump

near noon may be due to similar satellite geometry effects,
as well as a short data outage. The GPS constellation

in early 1991 consisted of only 15 operational satellites.

There were short periods of time when GPS visibility was
poor from a given ground site, thus leading to high sen-

sitivity to scheduling of observations and data gaps such
as described above. It is expected that, in the future,

complete ground coverage with the fully operational 21-

satellite constellation will make such episodes infrequent

and of less consequence.

In another test for data consistency, the reference clock

was changed. For January 23, 1991, the clock solu-
tions with Goldstone, California, as the reference clock
were compared with the solutions with Kokee, Hawaii, as

the reference clock. Because both clocks were hydrogen

masers, no appreciable difference in solutions should oc-

cur. The clock rate solutions differed by 0.03 nsec/day

and 0.01 nsec/day, respectively, for the two cases, a statis-
tically insignificant difference.

C. Data Availability

Another important issue to be addressed is whether

high-quality GPS clock estimates can be produced reli-

ably enough to be used operationally. During the IERS

GIG'91 campaign, it was possible to form a clock offset
with formal errors of less than 1 nsec for 74 percent of the

hourly estimates on the Goldstone-Madrid baseline and

79 percent of the time on the Goldstone-Canberra base-
line. This includes times in which there was insufficient

common view to obtain an accurate clock offset, as well as

periods in which one of the two receivers was not tracking
satellites.

With the full 21-satellite GPS constellation and with

data from approximately six to nine globally distributed

stations in addition to the DSN stations, it should be pos-

sible to continuously provide subnanosecond clock-offset

estimates for the DSN complexes. It is currently possible

to service such a network and provide one-day turnaround
of clock estimates, a For example, with recently installed

Hewlett Packard computers in the supermini class, full fil-
tering and smoothing for 24 hr of GPS data from a global

tracking network require approximately 1 hr of computing

time, including computation of postfit data residuals, some

data editing, and automated outlier removal and correc-

tion. With the development of forward-running Kalman
filters and a real-time data-retrieval system, it conceivably

would be possible to provide 1-nsec, hydrogen-maser clock

offsets in as little as 5 rain by incrementally adding small

amounts of data to a continuously running Kalman filter.

Somewhat better offsets could be provided within a few
hours. More study is needed to determine the minimal

configuration necessary to provide near-real-time clock es-
timates.

Note that because the DSN stations are equipped with

hydrogen masers, errors in estimated clock offsets grow
gradually, so that short GPS data outages are more likely

to result in degraded system performance rather than
catastrophic system failure.

IV. Implementation

In order to implement an operational GPS-aided VLBI
system, the receiver clock synchronization discussed above
must be transferred to the VLBI clock. This can be done

by using a time interval counter (TIC) to measure the

difference in the 1-pulse-per-second (pps) signals generated

by Rogue and VLBI time. It is not difficult to obtain time

interval counters accurate to 100 psec, which would not
severely impact the level of accuracy. This TIC could be

G. Blewitt, personal communication, Technical Group Supervisor,

Tracking Systems and Applications Section, Jet Propulsion Labo-

ratory, Pasadena, California, November 1, 1991.



machine-readable to allow real-time calibration at a rate

similar to the frequency of clock offset estimates available
from the GPS solution.

The calculated clock offset between receiver time and

GPS time includes the delays and phase shifts introduced

by the analog electronics between the GPS antenna and

the Rogue receiver. The only remaining uncalibrated de-

lays are between internal receiver time and the resultant

1-pps signal, and the corresponding delay in the VLBI sys-

tem. JPL experiments have shown that these combined de-

lays in the receiver remain constant over a 4-day period to
within 0.3 to 0.7 nsec. 4 These delays can be calibrated by

making occasional quasar VLBI observations and compar-

ing the clock synchronizations determined by this method

with GPS clock synchronization. Two-way satellite time

transfer is also approaching the accuracy necessary to cal-
ibrate GPS instrumental errors. Quasar observations are

currently performed weekly on each baseline to determine
Earth orientation and clock offsets and rates. If receiver

delays can be held constant to within the 0.5-nsec limit

given in Section II, it appears that instrumental errors

in GPS clock synchronization can be dealt with by weekly

4L. E. Young, op. cit.

quasar calibration. If this is not possible, two-way satellite

time transfers on a more frequent basis may be necessary.

V. Conclusion

A subnanosecond clock synchronization capability
would be of great benefit to deep space tracking. This level

of synchronization would allow spacecraft angular position

to be measured to an accuracy of 50 nrad by differential

ranging at two widely separated tracking stations with the
potential for near-real-time capability. Quasar-based dif-

ferential VLBI, which is currently used for this purpose,

might be reserved for only the most demanding navigation
challenges.

Clock offsets between DSN stations with formal errors

of approximately 0.5 nsec have been determined from GPS

measurements. Comparisons of VLBI and GPS clock rates

and analysis of clock closure suggest that these formal er-

rors are a realistic measure of the precision of the GPS
clock solutions. The calibration of absolute station instru-

mental delays and of the offset between VLBI time (used to

time tag differential spacecraft range measurements) and
GPS receiver time appear to be tractable implementation
tasks.
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Table 1. Late 1990s spacecraft-quasar differential

VI.BI error budgeL

Error source Magnitude, nsec

Quasar SNR 0.11

Spacecraft SNR 0.033

Quasar position 0.066

Clock offset 0.030

Clock instability 0.003

Phase ripple 0.10

Station location 0.033

Earth orientation 0.056

Troposphere 0.080

Ionosphere 0.010

Solar plasma 0.017

RSS 0.22

Table 2. Clock rate estimates.

Date, Baseline VLBI, GPS,
1991 nsec/day nsec/day

January 23 Canberra-Goidstone -10.0 il.6 -9.0 +0.9

January 27 Madrid-Goldstone -4.5 +2.2 -2.7 +0.5

January 30 Canberra-Goldstone -7.9 +3.1 -9.1 +0.9

February 6 Canberra-Goldstone 46.6 +1.3 46.4 +1.9

February 10 Madrid-Goldstone 5.9 4-1.8 2.8 +0.4
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Fig. 2. GPS-based clock estimates and linear lit.
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Fig. 3, Csnberrs-Goldstone-M-,drld clock closure with unconstrained GPS satellite orbits.
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Flg. 4. Clock closure wlth GPS sstelllte orblts Inltlallzed from prevlous day.
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